
The National Garden Clubs, Inc.
Board Meeting was held in Portland,
Maine September 20-24,2016. I asked
Robin Pokorski, NGC Leadership Committee
Chair and Corresponding Secretary to share
her speech "Wildfires and Tape Measures"
with you. While she is addressing issues
facing NGC, the same issues face both
Michigan Garden Clubs, Inc. and most local
garden clubs. Below are some excerpts from

her talk.

"While watching one of the
educational videos on the
Yellowstone National Park
Service's wildfire management
practices, inspiration hit. The

Robln Park Service Director said, "We
had to change our methods if we

wanted to preserve our national forests."

Couldn't the same be said for garden club? If
we look at our numbers, the measure by
which we judge "how we're doing" then
maybe we need to "change our methods," in
order to preserve garden club. Maybe
plowing ahead holding steadfastly to the
"way we've always done it" isn't working as
it used to. Georg Lichtenberg said, "I cannot
say whether things will get better lF we
change; what I can say is they MUST change
if they are to get better." He died in 1799-
change isn't new.

For years, the Park Service had, at any cost,
extinguished all fires as soon as possible. Is
that us, dousing all new ideas as soon as
possible? Do we encourage people to bring
new ideas and then work like the devil to
make them a success? Or do we hear
ourselves saying, "but we've always done it
this way." Douglas Adams said, "Anything
that is in the world when you're born is
normal and ordinary and a natural part of the
way the world works. Anything that is
invented between when you're 15 and 35 is
new and exciting and you can probably get a
career in it. Anything invented after you're
35 is against the natural order of things." So
it's an uphill battle for most of us.

I think of garden club like a train. We all
have a goal: to move this train down the
tracks. Are we moving the train down the
tracks? Or are we stuck on a spur? Going
nowhere? We can climb aboard at stops
along the way - we don't all get on board at
the depot.

I know it's hard. I've been in garden club
going on thirty years, I find myself saying,
"Wait, what's wrong with the way we've
been doing it?" I know if ain't broke, don't
fix it, but, sometimes there are better ways,
newer techniques, faster means we could
embrace and benefit from. Remember the
corporate tenet of change: hear out the idea
and then ask, what's the worst that could
happen? What's the best that could happen?
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The National Park Service found that fuel
was piling up and made for a much worse fire
when a careless match ignited. Do we let our
old "ways" pile up, making more clutter to
sort through by not dealing with change as it
came to our organization? Have we become
so steeped and mired in tradition that we
can't see the forest for the trees? ...

It seems that every organization I am aware
of is undergoing significant, transformative
change, including NGC. Change does not
come without effort and is inherently
unsettling. But how do we adapt and go
forward while preserving what we are at the
core? It would be easy-peasy to continue to
do things the way we always have IF
everything was the way it always has been.
But society itself is changing. Technology is
changing faster than any sane person can
keep up with.

The Park Service also found that a fire could
clear out the understory to allow for light and
air to penetrate. Do we need to clear out
some of our old understory, thereby allowing
novel ideas and innovative methods to take
root? Dealing with change isn't new,
Napoleon said that you had to change tactics
every ten years in order to maintain
superiority. In today's society, the pace of
change is immensely faster, and it will only
continue to accelerate. . ...

When NGC was organized in 1929, it was
cutting-edge - imagine, a national group
organized to direct, support and encourage
member states and clubs. But are we
operating from the same perspective? That
was nearly 100 years ago. The world is
changing, faster and faster - that's something
we can't change. We need to make decisions
for the best possible path to the future so that
NGC is strong, dynamic, vibrant and once
again cutting-edge at its centennial in 2029
and beyond.

Think of the mighty oak and the winsome
willow trees, as strong as oaks are, they don't
have the flexibility to survive like the willow
when a storm sweeps through. We must be
flexible to weather the storms that will surely
come our way. Kristina Saffran said,
"Sometimes knowing when something is
NOT working and pivoting to something new
leads to our greatest opportunities and
successes." ....
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In 1945
when the
Blue Star
Memorial
Marker program was proposed to NCSGC -
did we say, "well, that's a new idea but it
doesn't have to do with horticulture," or
maybe "the brass markers are too expensive
for clubs to afford"? What if we had let that
opportunity pass us by? Think ofthe
publicity that has been generated with just
this one project? And we've got a bunch of
programs that are noteworthy - what if we
hadn't seen our way clear to adopting any of
them? Let us fire up our passion for garden
club.

Marilyn McIntosh

Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "Greatness is
not in where we stand, but in what direction
we are moving. We must sail sometimes with
the wind and sometimes against it -- but sail
we must and not drift, nor lie at anchor."
NGC members have not been lying at anchor.
They have been sailing full on and our sails
are trimmed to sail even farther and faster
and to more wonderful ports than we have
seen to date.

We do have challenges ahead but we are well
-armed to meet those challenges with new
instruments. Now we need to summon our
courage and our support and take on the
changes that will come our way. Maybe one
person can't make a huge difference, but
more than 150,000 garden clubbers - each
making some difference - can make a lot of
difference. That's what we're a part of - an
incredible force for good.

We must ignite our enthusiasm for what our
organization is and does and can do in our
communities, in our states, in our country, in
our lives. One careless match can start a
forest fire, but it takes a whole box to start a
campfire. Rekindle your commitment to
NGC. Fire up your interest in garden club.
Spark your zeal.

So I was hoping and praying for inspiration,
but then I thought of you and I realized YOU
inspire ME. I could not be prouder to be a
part of the most magnificent group of people
I have ever had the pleasure to know.

Together we are poised to make NGC (and
MGC and every local garden club) blaze its
path to a strong, secure and successful
future!"
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When we think
about the functions that plants perform, we
know about their producing oxygen,
providing food, shelter, materials, and
stabilizing the soil. As homeowners, we like
plants that multi -task. We think of shape and
size and color. Does it flower? Bear fruit?
How about fall foliage? Or winter interest?
Sounds like a lot ofthings plants can do but
we'd be selling them short since plants can do
a lot more for us, if we use them correctly.

We're all familiar
with rain gardens,
but how about
riparian buffer
strips? Or
agricultural buffer
strips? Or phyto-
remediation? More
and more plants are
being used to help
manage storm

,---- -.- ----, water, protect lakes
and streams, and help farmers better manage
their farms. They are also being used "
extensively to help clean up some
environmental 'hot spots'. Some of the terms
being used to describe these functions are
phyto-engineering or phyto-technology. This
is where plants are used to solve various
scientific and engineering problems.

The most common form ofthis today is with
phyto-remediation or the use of plants to
concentrate, remove, and/or degrade various
contaminants in the soil and water. Certain
plants have the ability to target and remove
specific toxic substances from the soil or
water. For example, Sunflowers (Helianthus
annuus) are used to remove arsenic and
Ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) is used to
remove lead. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Phytoremediation. In addition to helping to
clean up pollution, plants are being used more
and more often to help manage and control
both surface and storm waters through
various types ofbio-retention.
First of all, think about what plants do with
water. A vegetative buffer strip will slow
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storm and surface waters and in the process
filter it of various chemicals and pollutants.
The plants themselves will take up and utilize
water. I read where a cottonwood tree can
absorb up to 350 gallons of groundwater per
day. What they don't actually use
themselves, they get rid of into the
atmosphere via transpiration and evaporation.
In addition, their roots allow surface waters to
infiltrate to the groundwater. This is another
reason to utilize mostly native plants in
vegetative buffering as they have extremely
deep root systems. Many prairie grasses and
flowers have roots up to 10 feet deep. For

Native plants are cheap labor. Once
they're established, you don't even

have to feed or water them.

this same reason, for vegetative buffering you
should utilize trees with tap roots such as the
hickories, walnuts and white oaks. The most
common form ofbio-retention is a rain
garden. This is an area that is a sunken
depression where you direct all the water
from your downspouts (roofs) or other hard
surfaces like streets and driveways. This
depression is filled with native plants which
absorb it, permitting it to be either evaporated
or transpired into the air or slowly filtered
through the soil into the ground water. In this
way, it prevents it from running off of your
property into a drainage ditch and
subsequently into the river or lake. http://
rain-gardens.org/

Riparian buffer strips line bodies or water
such as lakes, streams and even county
drains. They are the single most effective
means of protecting our water resources.
These vegetative buffer strips help catch and
filter sediment from the surface water runoff.
They also serve to filter and transform
pollution as it passes through their root
systems. These native plants absorb and
convert many of these chemicals such as
nitrogen and phosphorous that would
otherwise pollute the water. Riparian buffers
slow the spring flood waters and permit this
excess water to soak in and recharge the
ground water. Their roots help reduce erosion
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and stabilize shorelines. These same buffers
also benefit wildlife by providing food and
cover and serving as an important travel
corridor for many types of wildlife. They
benefit game species, but also migratory
songbirds. Lastly, full grown shade trees in
this buffer strip help to keep the water cool.
This greatly increases the types and varieties
of aquatic life the lake or river is able to
support. The DNR has a Natural Rivers
program that utilizes riparian buffering.
http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/O, I607,7-153-
3030 I 31431 31442---,00.html

In agriculture, they use buffer strips to
manage storm water and minimize erosion,
filter fertilizers and pollutants, and address
other environmental concerns. Types include
filter strips, windbreaks, living snow fences,
riparian buffers and even field border strips.
Indeed, the USDA considers this type of
conservation buffering so important, for
decades they have had the Conservation
Reserve Program where they pay farmers to
install conservation buffers. http://
www.TIrcs.usda.gov/wps!portal/mcs/detail/
nationalJhome/?cid=nrcs I43 023568

What all of these functions have in common
is the use of plants - predominately native
plants - to perform various types of work. As
gardeners we need to consider the various
functions they can perform for us to make our
lives better. They're cheap labor. Once
they're established, you don't even have to
feed or water them.
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